Citing Sources Using the APA Format

Examples are taken from various sources, including Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, sixth edition. Please refer to this manual for information on writing, your paper, including content, organization, style, and other information. A copy is available in the Reference area at Ref. BF 76.7.P83 2010 and at the circulation desk. This guide is not intended as a substitute for reading and understanding the APA Manual.

This guide is available electronically on the JSCC Library home page (http://library.jscc.edu).

You will see “APA Citation Guide” under the photograph on the right hand side.


Some articles may not yet have a DOI.

Examples of Citations for the Reference List:

PRINTED MATERIALS

Journal Article with DOI

Bekerian, D. A. (2001). In search of the typical eyewitness American Psychologist, 50(6), 574-576. doi:10.137/078-6134.2.228

Journal Article with no DOI


Journal Article with no DOI and no Author


Journal Article, with three to seven authors and no DOI

Journal article, with more than seven authors and no DOI


Magazine article


Daily newspaper article


If an article doesn’t appear on consecutive pages, give all page numbers and separate the pages by a comma. Use pp to designate the pages (for example: pp A1, A3)

Reference to an entire book with one author


Book with two authors


Book with three to seven authors


Chapter or section from a book


Edited book


Encyclopedia or dictionary

Entry in an encyclopedia


Brochure, Pamphlet or Fact sheet (printed)


ELECTRONIC DATABASES

The name of the database is not given unless the instructor requires it.

Article retrieved from an electronic database (such as EBSCOhost, InfoTrac, or LexisNexis, etc.) (with no DOI)


(If you can’t find the URL of the journal, put the database from which your retrieved the article.)

Article retrieved from an electronic database (such as EBSCOhost, InfoTrac or LexisNexis, (with DOI)


Online Book

&AN=343010&site=ehost-live

INTERNET SOURCES

Online Magazine Article (with no DOI)

Online Journal Article (with DOI)


Online Journal Article (without DOI)


Online Newspaper Article


Web Page


Brochure, Pamphlet or Fact sheet (online)


Audiovisual Sources

Video (same format applies to Audiocassette and Motion Picture)


Reference Citations in Text:

Document your paper throughout the text by citing by author and date the works you researched.

One work by one author

Rogers (2012) compared reaction times

or

In a recent study of reaction times... (Rogers, 2012)
One work by multiple authors

When a work has two authors, always cite both names every time the reference occurs in text.

When a work has three, four, or five authors, cite all authors the first time the reference occurs; in subsequent citations, include only the surname of the first author followed by et al. and the year if it is the first citation of the reference within a paragraph.

Wasserstein, Zappulla, Rosen, Gerstman, and Rock (2012) found [first citation in text]

Wasserstein et al. (2012) found [subsequent first citation per paragraph thereafter]

When a work has six or more authors, cite only the surname of the first author followed by et al. and the year for the first and subsequent citations.

Works with no author

When a work has no author, cite in text the first few words of the reference list entry (usually the title) and the year.

(“Study Finds,” 1998) or

the book *College Bound Seniors* (1979)....